
 

 

  

  

  

 

   
 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Services 
In addition to our software tools, we have a variety of 
services to optimize how accessibility fits in to your web 
and mobile development proccesses. 

• Design Comp Accessibility Annotations - Expert
help to identify accessibility issues as early as your
UX team’s design phase

• Axelate - Specialized, practical, and detailed
instructions for issue re-creation, remediation, and
validation for your dev and QA team

Not sure where to start?  Ask about a detailed Accessibility 
Assessment. 

<<Shift Left<< 
ACCESSIBILITY 

Test early and often... 
As modern software development practices 
continue to shift and change, one thing 
seems clear: 

The most cost-effective way to ensure the 
quality of your software is to catch defects 
as early as possible. 

When it comes to functional testing, the 
message has been heard loud and clear, 
but what about web and mobile accessibility 
testing? 

Old-Time Accessibility 
Back in the day, accessibility testing 
had to happen at the end of the entire 
development cycle, if not after the delivery 
date. 

This was partly out of neccessity: many 
accessibility intitiatives are the result of end-
users encountering live, inaccessible sites 
or applications and taking legal action to 
gain equal access to web-based content 
and services; and partly because the tools 
to embed accessibility throughout the 
development process didn’t exist. 

Until now... 

Accessibility for Today’s 
Software Development Lifecycle 
Deque’s suite of WorldSpace tools were built for the 
modern development environment, with an eye for 
scalability, efficiency, versatility, and innovation. 

Unit 
Testing 

Integration 
Testing 

System 
Testing 

User 
Acceptance 
Testing 

Regression 
Testing 

Integrate accessibility 
into your regular 
build test automation. 
Includes a broswer 
extension so your team 
can test for accessibility 
as they code. 

Guided manual testing 
to help you incorporate 
and standardize 
accessibility as part of 
your existing QA and 
user testing processes. 

Automated accessibility 
testing, monitoring, and 
reporting to help ensure 
your live web content 
and applications stay 
accessible. 

Amaze 
Amaze is our groundbreaking solution for inaccessible 
third-party content and accessibility issues that need to 
be fixed immediately.  It’s fast, secure, and works through 
accessibility overlays that can be implemented without 
ever touching the source code. 

Deque University 
Develop your entire team’s accessibility expertise with 
Deque University. We offer customized, instructor-lead 
training, workshops, and bootcamps as well as a variety 
of self-paced online courses on a variety of subjects 
including: 

• HTML and CSS Accessibility

• ARIA and JavaScript Accessibility

• Mobile Accessibility

As well as training in accessibility testing and Deque 
products. 

Contact Deque to Learn More  703-225-0380 | info@deque.com 
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